Crossword Clues

Across

1. very dark
4. lose consciousness
7. some place or situation in which things are lost
8. a good chance for achievement
10. vague or unclear
13. talent for gardening
18. the movie industry
19. profitable
20. a harmless lie

Down

2. formal event
3. absolute terms
5. illegal marketplace
6. rules which hinder progress
9. hurt physically or mentally
11. something that draws attention away from an important topic
12. unaccepted group member
14. feel sad
15. actual character or personality
16. to be enraged
17. embarrassed or angry
# Answer Key

**Across**

1. PITCH BLACK  
4. BLACK OUT  
7. BLACK HOLE  
8. GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY  
10. GREY AREA  
13. GREEN THUMB  
18. SILVER SCREEN  
19. IN THE BLACK  
20. WHITE LIE  

**Down**

2. BLACK TIE EVENT  
3. BLACK AND WHITE  
5. BLACK MARKET  
6. RED TAPE  
9. BLACK AND BLUE  
11. RED HERRING  
12. BLACK SHEEP  
14. FEEL BLUE  
15. TRUE COLORS  
16. SEE RED  
17. BEET RED
Answers for Student/Group A

Across
1. PITCH BLACK
4. BLACK OUT
7. BLACK HOLE
8. GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
10. GREY AREA
13. GREEN THUMB
18. SILVER SCREEN
19. IN THE BLACK
20. WHITE LIE

Down
2. BLACK TIE EVENT

Answers for Student/Group B

Down
3. BLACK AND WHITE
5. BLACK MARKET
6. RED TAPE
9. BLACK AND BLUE
11. RED HERRING
12. BLACK SHEEP
14. FEEL BLUE
15. TRUE COLORS
16. SEE RED
17. BEET RED